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Issue Committee of Gifu City Award and Gifu Prefecture Award

      /    /

3 IRC

　　　Apply based on the terms and conditions. In addition, the contents of the contacts
listed below match the contents of the log, and I pledge to respond to requests to submit
logs.

YY/MM/DD

Total Times

   Applying for Class C 

Class

   Applying for Class A    Applying for Class B 

※Please fill in the order from
the station with the high
number of times of QSO.
※In "Other Stations", please
write the total number of
times of QSO of the station
after the 10th number of
QSO.
※Make make the total
exactly 1901.
※It doesn't matter if you
communicate with less than
10 stations. For example, if
you communicate with the
same station 1901 times, you
can still apply.

Call Sign Times Points

Your Call Sign

Total  Points

※If there is an item of ②③, please fill in all.
※In①, the station with a small number of times
of contact, please collectively as a total point.
※Member stations should place an M on the
front of the call sign.※Please refer to the example attached, please fill in only the place of

the application class. If you don't have enough frames, please increase it.
You can also apply for two classes at the same time.

※Please add 〇 to the appropriate class.
　

　Ex.   AＡ Ｂ Ｃ
Gifu City Award



＃

Name
Address

E-Mail

Ｎｏ Call Sign Times

1 JI2EQL 561

2 JO2CWO 493

3 JS2BWI 285

4 JA2FFO 195

5 JA2〇〇〇 101

6 JR2〇〇〇 51

7 JH2〇〇〇 46

8 JE2〇〇〇 33

9 JA3〇〇〇/2 21

10 other stasion 115

1901

Call Sign Year MM/DD MHz・Mode

G

I

F

U

Total  Points

※If there is an item of ②③, please fill in all.
※In①, the station with a small number of times
of contact, please collectively as a total point.
※Member stations should place an M on the
front of the call sign.※Please refer to the example attached, please fill in only the place of

the application class. If you don't have enough frames, please increase it.
You can also apply for two classes at the same time.

   Applying for Class C 

Total Times

※Please fill in the order from
the station with the high
number of times of QSO.
※In "Other Stations", please
write the total number of
times of QSO of the station
after the 10th number of
QSO.
※Make make the total
exactly 1901.
※It doesn't matter if you
communicate with less than
10 stations. For example, if
you communicate with the
same station 1901 times, you
can still apply.

Call Sign Times Points

　　　Apply based on the terms and conditions. In addition, the contents of the contacts
listed below match the contents of the log, and I pledge to respond to requests to submit
logs.

   Applying for Class A    Applying for Class B 

Gifu City Award
Class ※Please add 〇 to the appropriate class.

　

　Ex.   AＡ Ｂ Ｃ

3 IRC

Issue Committee of Gifu City Award and Gifu Prefecture Award YY/MM/DD

Your Call Sign       /    /



＃

Name
Address

E-Mail

Ｎｏ Call Sign Times

1

2

3 M JI2EQL

4 M JO2CWO

5 8J2XPO

6 8J40ACC/2

7 JH2〇〇〇

8 JE2〇〇〇

9 JP2〇〇〇

10 other stasion JS2〇〇〇

JN2〇〇〇

JA2〇〇

Call Sign Year MM/DD MHz・Mode JA6〇〇〇/2

G JA2〇〇

I JA8〇〇〇/2

F JE2〇〇〇

U other stasion

Total  Points 1901

※If there is an item of ②③, please fill in all.
※In①, the station with a small number of times
of contact, please collectively as a total point.
※Member stations should place an M on the
front of the call sign.※Please refer to the example attached, please fill in only the place of

the application class. If you don't have enough frames, please increase it.
You can also apply for two classes at the same time.

8 8

6 6

34 34

   Applying for Class C 25 25

16 16

8 8

93 93

65 65

Total Times 46 46

※Please fill in the order from
the station with the high
number of times of QSO.
※In "Other Stations", please
write the total number of
times of QSO of the station
after the 10th number of
QSO.
※Make make the total
exactly 1901.
※It doesn't matter if you
communicate with less than
10 stations. For example, if
you communicate with the
same station 1901 times, you
can still apply.

Call Sign Times

3 150

320 320

180 180

Points

51 510

34 340

2 100

　　　Apply based on the terms and conditions. In addition, the contents of the contacts
listed below match the contents of the log, and I pledge to respond to requests to submit
logs.

   Applying for Class A    Applying for Class B 

Gifu City Award
Class ※Please add 〇 to the appropriate class.

　

　Ex.   AＡ Ｂ Ｃ

3 IRC

Issue Committee of Gifu City Award and Gifu Prefecture Award YY/MM/DD

Your Call Sign       /    /



＃

Name
Address

E-Mail

Ｎｏ Call Sign Times

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 other stasion

Call Sign Year MM/DD MHz・Mode

G JA2G○○ 2012 02/13 7SSB

I JR2○○I 2014 01/08 7SSB

F JI2EQL(M) 2020 10/26 3.5SSB

U JE2○U○ 1985 02/24 7CW

Total  Points

※If there is an item of ②③, please fill in all.
※In①, the station with a small number of times
of contact, please collectively as a total point.
※Member stations should place an M on the
front of the call sign.※Please refer to the example attached, please fill in only the place of

the application class. If you don't have enough frames, please increase it.
You can also apply for two classes at the same time.

   Applying for Class C 

Total Times

※Please fill in the order from
the station with the high
number of times of QSO.
※In "Other Stations", please
write the total number of
times of QSO of the station
after the 10th number of
QSO.
※Make make the total
exactly 1901.
※It doesn't matter if you
communicate with less than
10 stations. For example, if
you communicate with the
same station 1901 times, you
can still apply.

Call Sign Times Points

　　　Apply based on the terms and conditions. In addition, the contents of the contacts
listed below match the contents of the log, and I pledge to respond to requests to submit
logs.

   Applying for Class A    Applying for Class B 

Gifu City Award
Class ※Please add 〇 to the appropriate class.

　

　Ex.   AＡ Ｂ Ｃ

3 IRC

Issue Committee of Gifu City Award and Gifu Prefecture Award YY/MM/DD

Your Call Sign       /    /
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